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SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

STATE OF UTAH 

IN THE MATTER OF THE REQUEST FOR 
AGENCY ACTION OF WESCO OPERATING 
INC. FOR ORDERS AUTHORIZING THE 
FLARING OF GAS FROM THE BLUE HILLS 
GAS PLANT LOCATED lN THE SWY4SEY4 OF 
SECTION 2, TOWNSHI P 23 SOUTH, RANGE 
19 EAST, SLM, GRAND COUNTY, UTAH 

MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
FLARING AUTHORIZATION 

Docket No. 2019-027 

Cause No. 194-03 

COMES NOW, Wesco Operating, Inc. ("Wesco"), acting by and through its attorneys 

Lear & Lear, PLLC, and pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-105-300, and hereby 

respectfully requests the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Board") for an order 

extending the authorization for flaring gas from the Blue Hills Gas Plant (the "Plant") under the 

Order entered in this cause on March 6, 2020 (the "Flaring Order") through to March 31,2021. 

A true and correct copy of the Flaring Order is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and by this 

reference incorporated herein. 

Under the Flaring Order, Wesco is authorized to flare gas at a rate not to exceed 300 

MCF per day through to January 31, 2021 or until the Greentown Pipeline (the "Pipeline") 

resumes operation, which ever occurs ftrst. In addition, Wesco was required to submit a written 

status repo1i to the Board on or before July 31, 2020 or if, and as soon as, any material change in 

the flare of gas occurred. In compliance, Wesco fi led the required status report on July 21, 2020. 

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and by this reference incorporated herein is another 

written status report from Wesco, updating the Board of the status of the flaring since the prior 

status repmi was submitted. As evidenced thereby, Wesco has flared gas well under the 300 

MCF per day limit and has taken efforts to deal with the gas through bitcoin mining operations. 
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Most of the concerns over implementing bitcoin mining expressed in the hearings in this cause 

were resolved (as relating to Wesco's operations in this area only). Wesco has ordered a second 

large bitcoin mining box which should eliminate the need for any further flaring for the Plant 

through to the time the Pipeline may once again be placed in operation. The larger box was 

scheduled to be delivered and installed in December, 2020 but logistical shipping issues have 

delayed its delivery. Wesco expects it should be delivered and installed within the next 60 days. 

With respect to the Pipeline, as evidenced by the Public Services Commission ("PSC") 

Docket Sheet run by the undersigned counsel on the date of this Motion, a true and conect copy 

of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "C'' and by this reference incorporated herein, no further 

action has been taken by the PSC to allow the Pipeline to resume operations; it remains in a 

deactivated state. 

Additionally, as the Board is aware, there is a separate pending cause before the Board 

initiated by a Notice of Agency Action filed by the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining against 

Pacific Energy and Mining Company ("PEMC") seeking bond fmfeiture and reclamation of 

wells (Docket No. 196-52; Cause No. 2020-027). The PSC matter also pertains to PEMC, which 

purportedly is an owner and/or operator of the Pipeline. It is important for the Board to 

understand the two matters are umelated. Production from the wells at issue before the Board 

runs to the Plant from a separate system, whereas the Pipeline nms from the Plant to the 

interstate connection. However, no gas from PEMC's wells is being flared at the Plant. 

Given the foregoing, Wesco respectfully requests the Board to grant a 60-day extension, 

i.e. through to March 31, 2021, of its authorization to flare gas from the Plant with the same 300 

MCF per day limitation. This should allow adequate time for Wesco to receive, install and place 

into operation the second larger bitcoin mining box and prevent further flaring. Should the box 

be installed and begin operations sooner than March 31, 2021, Wesco agrees to notify the Board 

and the flaring authorization shall te1minate. 
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Respectfully submitted this 15111 day of January, 2021. 
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LEAR & LEAR, PLLC 

'rederick M. MacDonald, Esq., Of Com sel 

Lear & Lear, PLLC 
808 E. South Temple St. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 
Telephone: (801) 538-5007 
Facsimile: (801) 538-5001 
E-Mail: fred.macdonald@learlaw.com 

Attorneys for Wesco Operating, Inc. 
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t=ILED 
MAR 0 6 2020 

SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
OIL, GAS & MINING 

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

STATE OF UTAH 

IN THE MA TIER OF THE REQUEST FOR 
AGENCY ACTION OF WESCO OPERATING 
INC. FOR ORDERS AUTHORIZING THE 
FLARING OF GAS FROM THE BLUE HILLS 
GAS PLANT LOCATED IN THE SWI!4SEV.S OF 
SECTION 20, TOWNSHIP 23 SOUTH, RANGE 
19 EAST, SLM, GRAND COUNTY, UTAH 

FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSION OF LAW AND 

ORDER 

Docket No. 2019-027 

Cause No. 194-03 

This Cause came on for a second hearing before the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and 

Mining (the "Board") on Wednesday, January 29, 2020, at approximately 11:30 a.m. , in 

the Auditorium of the Utah Department of Natural Resources Building in Salt Lake City, 

Utah. The following Board members were present and participated at the hearing: 

Chairman Ruland J. Gill, Jr., Chris D. Hansen, Michael R. Brown, Gordon L. Moon, Susan 

S. Davis, Richard K. Borden and Stephen B. Church. The Board was represented by 

Michael Begley, Esq., Assistant Attorney General. 

Participating and testifying on behalf of Petitioner Wesco Operating, Inc., 

("Wesco") was Mr. Thomas Kirkwood - Petroleum Engineer. Mr. Kirkwood was 

previously recognized by the Board as an expert in petroleum engineering for purposes of 

this Cause in the December 11, 2019 hearing and again was so recognized by the Board. 

EXHIBIT A 



Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq., of and for MacDonald & Miller Mineral Legal Services, 

PLLC, appeared as attorney for Wesco. 

Participating and testifying on behalf of the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 

(the "Division") was Mr. John Baza- Director. Mr. Baza was recognized by the Board as 

an expert in petroleum engineering for purpose of this Cause. Thomas Kessinger, Esq. and 

Gordon Rowe, Esq. , Assistant Attorneys General~ appeared as attorneys for the Division. 

With leave from the Board, the Division filed a Memorandum on January 27, 2020, 

providing an overview of the options available to the Board to mitigate flaring and to 

provide the Board with a status update on both the Greentown Pipeline (the "Pipeline") 

operator's bankruptcy proceedings and the Utah Public Service Commission's (the 

PSC's") proceedings on Pipeline operational violations. At the conclusion of Wesco's 

presentation in chief, Mr. Kessinger expressed that the Division supported the granting of 

Wesco's Verified Request for Agency Action filed on November 26, 2019 (the "RAA"), 

as conformed to the testimony and other evidence provided at both hearings. 

By Letter filed with the Board on December 4, 2019, the Utah School and 

Institutional Trust Land Administration ("SITLA"), Administrator of and Lessor under the 

State of Utah Leases pursuant to which Wesco in part produces the gas which is at issue in 

this Cause, expressed its support for granting of the RAA. Mr. Wes Adams, Assoc. 

Director - Oil & Gas, made a statement to the Board, not under oath, at the conclusion of 
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Wesco's and the Division's presentations reiterating SITLA's support for the granting of 

the RAA. 

Mr. Lionel Trepanier filed an Email with the Board Secretary on January 27, 2020, 

stating he objected to the RAA without detail or seeking leave for a late filing from the 

Board. He, along with Ms. Ty Markham and Mr. Dennis Mullen, made statements, not 

under oath, to the Board at the conclusion of Wesco's and the Division's presentations 

expressing their objections to flaring based, in part, on generalized concerns with climate 

change. 

No other party filed a response to the RAA, and no other party appeared or 

participated at the hearing. 

The Board, having considered the testimony presented and the exhibits received into 

evidence at both hearings, being fully advised and for good cause, hereby makes the 

following Findings ofFact, Conclusion of Law and Order in the Cause. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. The Findings of Fact set forth in the Board's Interim Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law and Order entered in this Cause on January 23, 2020 (the "Interim 

Order") are reaffirmed and incorporated in full herein by this reference. 
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2. In accordance with the Interim Order, Wesco, as reflected in Exhibit "4" 

admitted into evidence and by Mr. Kirkwood's testimony, provided four (4) potential 

alternatives to flaring and the associated economics of each: 

• Trucking of compressed natural gas; 

• Use of gas for power sales (with two alternatives based on whether 
the Blue Hills Gas Plant (the "Plant") remains in operation or is 
disassembled); 

• Use of gas for power generation for computer processing (with 
two alternatives based on whether the Plant remains in operation 
or is disassembled); and 

• Installation of a new sales line. 

Wesco additionally addressed flaring at the Plant as requested, flaring at each individual 

well (currently 18), and normal Pipeline operations (presuming the PSC orders resumption 

of operations), along with the associated economics of each. 

3. The Division, as reflected in its Exhibit "A" admitted into evidence and by 

Mr. Baza's testimony, additionally addressed the alternative of curtailing production to a 

level eliminating the need for flaring. 

4. Based on the evidence presented, none of the alternatives to flaring are 

preferable to allowing flaring at the Plant. The four alternatives outlined by Wesco are not 

economically feasible, especially in light of the amount of gas being flared. Disassembling 

the Plant eliminates the revenue stream generated from natural gas liquids ("NGL's") 
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stripped at the Plant and sold, as well as capacity for disposition of oil well gas from future 

development of the West Fertilizer portion of the Cane Creek Unit once Federal 

environmental clearances are received and/or delivered by third party operators. In 

addition, the computer processing option is a new novel concept which carries numerous 

uncertainties, such as potential permitting requirements and payment and valuation of 

royalty for the gas utilized. In addition, a contractual minimum of 300 Mcf per day of gas 

apparently is required for this option. Finally, there is the recognition and belief that the 

shut-down of the Pipeline by the PSC will still be of a temporary, and not permanent, nature 

(see Findings of Fact No. 10 below). 

5. Although the Board recognizes that Wesco may, under the provision of Utah 

Admin. Code Rule R649-3-20, flare gas at each individual well without the need for Board 

approval so long as the regulatory limits set forth in Rule R649-3-20(1.1) are not exceeded, 

it is preferable to allow one flare at the Plant. Specifically, the evidence reflects the flare 

at the Plant provides a safer, cleaner and more efficient burn of the gas than individual well 

flares and provides for continuation of the NGL revenue stream. Furthermore, from a 

safety and visual perspective, it is preferable to allow one flare rather than 18 separate 

flares scattered throughout a sensitive dark sky area. 

6. The evidence reflects that curtailment of production to levels to eliminate 

flaring presents substantial risk of damages to the individual wells and productive 
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reservoir; albeit, unquantifiable at this time. Such damage itself could result in waste by 

leaving resources unrecoverable. 

7. Since the December 11, 2019 hearing, Wesco reported that the gas flared 

from the Plant was 159 Mcf per day in October, 123 Mcf per day in November, and 147 

Mcf per day in December. Wesco also confirmed that the permit for the Plant issued by 

the Utah Division of Air Quality ("DAQ") does not require notification in advance of 

flaring. Wesco nevertheless provided a courtesy notice to DAQ of the flaring at the Plant 

but has received no response from DAQ with respect thereto. Wesco also acknowledged 

that, in all likelihood, not more than 300 Mcf per day would ever be flared from the Plant 

based on current well production. In addition, Wesco stipulated that the requested flaring 

authorization, if granted, should not exceed one year without further Board authorization. 

8. Wesco has made reasonable efforts to secure resumption of Pipeline 

operations by offering to purchase the portion of the Pipeline from the Plant to the 

Northwest interstate connection from the purported owners. However, no response to the 

offer has been received and such a purchase is complicated by the on-going Chapter 7 

bankruptcy ofPacific Energy & Mining Company ("PEMC") and the pending investigation 

by the Bankruptcy Trustee of the relationship of PEMC to the purported owners of the 

Pipeline. Wesco has also been in contact with the Bankruptcy Trustee regarding possible 

resolution. 
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9. On December 19, 20 19, the PSC held a hearing on the Division of Public 

Utilities' ("DPU's") recommendation that the Pipeline be deactivated due to continuing 

violations of State and Federal regulations by the operator and resulting threat to public 

health and safety. The Board's counsel intervened on the Board's behalf and participated 

in said hearing to advise the PSC of the Board's statutory obligations to maximize natural 

resource production and prevent waste, and to encourage a resolution which would allow 

resumption of Pipeline operations at the earliest possible opportunity. No resulting PSC 

Order had been entered at the time of the January 29, 2020 hearing in this Cause. 

10. However, on January 31,2020, the PSC issued its Second Hazardous Facility 

Order in which it stated the owners and operators of the Pipeline have failed to remedy the 

previous violations or alternatively to "deactivate" the Pipeline (which requires physical 

separation of the Pipeline, purging of gas and testing to ensure the remaining air is not 

combustible), and imposed a penalty of up to $10,000 per day commencing February 10, 

2020 to a maximum of$1,000,000. However, as an incentive to remedy the violations and 

bring the Pipeline back into operation, the penalty would be reduced if an independent 

consultant, approved by the DPU, was retained to assist in remedying the violations and 

good faith efforts for such remediation are undertaken as soon as reasonably possible. The 

Board has authorized supplementation of the record in this Cause and admitted a true and 

correct copy of said Order into evidence as Exhibit "5." 
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11. Although the Board reiterates its disfavor of flaring, under the unique facts 

and circumstances of this matter and the balancing of duty to prevent in waste with the 

need to maximize natural resource production and protect health and safety, authorization 

of flaring at the Plant with the caveats outlined below is just and reasonable. 

12. A copy of the RAA was mailed, postage pre-paid, certified with return 

receipt requested, and properly addressed to the addresses disclosed by searches of the 

respective BLM, SITLA, and Grand and San Juan County Records, and based on Wesco's 

internal records, to all production interest owners in the 18 wells from which the gas being 

flared is produced. Copies of the return receipts, evidencing receipt of such mailings, or 

of the USPS status inquiries of those mailings for which no return receipt or mailing had 

yet been received, were admitted into evidence as Exhibit "Z" as supplemented. 

13. In addition, notice of the RAA and of the January 29, 2020 hearing thereon 

was duly published in the Deseret Morning News and Salt Lake Tribune on January 5, 

2020 and in the Moab Times - Independent on January 9, 2020. 

14. The vote of the Board members present in the hearing and participating in 

this Cause was unanimous (7 -0) in favor of authorizing the flaring of gas from the Plant at 

a rate not to exceed 300 Mcfper day for a period of one (1) year from January 31,2020 or 

resumption of operations of the Pipeline, whichever occurs first; provided, that Wesco shall 

submit to the Board a written status report by July 31, 2020, or if, and as soon as there is, 
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any material change in the status of the gas being flared, e.g. stimulation of wells, 

reactivation of the Pipeline, or drilling and completion of new wells impacting the amount 

of gas flowing to the Plant. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

l. The Conclusions of Law contained in the Interim Order are reaffirmed and 

incorporated herein by this reference. 

2. Due and regular notice of the time, place and purpose of the January 29,2020 

hearing was properly given to all parties whose legally protected interests are affected by 

the RAA in the form and manner as required by law and the rules and regulations of the 

Board and Division. 

3. The Board has jurisdiction over all matters covered by the RAA and all 

interested parties herein, and has the power and authority to render the order herein set 

forth pursuant to Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-5(3)(£) and Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-2-l. 

4. The January 27, 2019 filing made by Mr. Trepanier is deemed untimely. The 

public comments not made under oath to the Board by Mr. Trepanier, Ms. Markham and 

Mr. Mullen were certainly appreciated, but are afforded limited evidentiary weight 

compared to the sworn testimony of Mr. Kirkwood and Mr. Baza. 

5. Although waste is occurring by the flaring of gas at the Plant, it is beyond 

the reasonable control of Wesco. Moreover, in balancing the waste occurring by flaring 
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against: a) the waste that would occur if production were curtailed (potentially posing a 

material risk of damage to the entire reservoir): b) the elimination of the stripping and sale 

of NGL's; and, c) the Board's statutory mandate to also maximize natural resource 

development and benefits derived therefrom, including to the trust beneficiaries through 

SITLA, the final analysis favors authorization of flaring from the Plant in this instance with 

the caveats outlined below. 

6. Suspension of Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-20(8) under the terms of this 

Order is just and reasonable under the unique facts and circumstances of this Cause. 

7. Wesco has sustained its burden of proof, demonstrated good cause and 

satisfied all legal requirements for the granting of the RAA as conformed to the testimony 

and other evidence provided at both hearings and on the basis set forth herein. 

ORDER 

Based upon the RAA, testimony and evidence submitted, and the Findings of Fact 

and Conclusions of Law stated above, the Board hereby orders: 

1. Utah Admin Code Rule R649-3-20(8) is suspended as relating to flaring at 

the Plant and this Cause. 

2. Wesco is hereby authorized to flare gas at the Plant at a rate not to exceed 

300 Mcf per day for a period of one (1) year from January 31, 2020 or until the Pipeline 

resumes operation, whichever occurs first. 
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3. Wesco shall submit a written status report to the Board on or before July 31 , 

2020, or if, and as soon as any, material change in the flare of gas occurs, e.g stimulation 

of wells, reactivation of the Pipeline, or the drilling and completion of new wells impacting 

the amount of gas flowing to the Plant. 

4. Pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641 and Utah Code Ann. § 63G-4-204 

to 208, the Board has considered and decided this matter as a formal adjudication. 

5. This Order is based exclusively on evidence of record in the adjudicative 

proceeding or on facts officially noted, and constitutes the signed written order stating the 

Board's decision and the reasons for the decision, all as required by the Administrative 

Procedures Act, Utah Code Ann. § 630-4-208 an Utah Administrative Code Rule R64-

109. 

6. Notice re: Right to Sell Judicial Review by the Utah Supreme Court or to 

Request Board Reconsideration: As required by Utah Code Ann. § 63G-4-208(e)- (g), the 

Board hereby notifies all parties in interest that they have the right to seek judicial review 

of this final Board Order in this formal adjudication by filing a timely appeal with the Utah 

Supreme Court within 30 days after the date that this Order issued. Utah Code Ann. 

§§ 63G-4-401(3)(a) and 403. As an alternative to seeking immediate judicial review, and 

not as a prerequisite to seeking judicial review, the Board also hereby notifies parties that 

they may elect to request that the Board reconsider this Order, which constitutes a final 
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agency action of the Board. Utah Code Ann. § 630-4-302, entitled, "Agency Review -

Reconsideration," states: 

(l)(a) Within 20 days after the date that an order is issued for 
which review by the agency or by a superior agency under 
Section 630-4-301 is unavailable, and if the order would 
otherwise constitute final agency action, any party may file a 
written request for reconsideration with the agency, stating the 
specific grounds upon which relief is requested. 

(b) Unless otherwise provided by statute, the filing of the 
request is not a prerequisite for seeking judicial review of the 
order. 

(2) The request for reconsideration shall be filed with the 
agency and one copy shall be sent by mail to each party by the 
person making the request. 

(3)(a) The agency head, or a person designated for that 
purpose, shall issue a written order granting the request or 
denying the request. 

(b) If the agency head or the person designated for that purpose 
does not issue an order within 20 days after the filing of the 
request, the request for reconsideration shall be considered to 
be denied. 

ld The Board also hereby notifies the parties that Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-ll 0-100, 

which is part of a group of Board rules entitled, "Rehearing and Modification of Existing 

Orders," states: 

Any person affected by a final order or decision of the Board 
may file a petition for rehearing. Unless otherwise provided, a 
petition for rehearing must be filed no later than the I Oth day 
of the month following the date of signing of the final order or 
decision for which the rehearing is sought. A copy of such 
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petition will be served on each other party to the proceeding no 
later than the 15th day of the month. 

!d. See Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-11 0-200 for the required contents of a petition for 

Rehearing. If there is any conflict between the deadline in Utah Code Ann. § 630-4-302 

and the deadline in Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-ll 0-100 for moving to rehear this 

matter, the Board hereby rules that the later of the two deadlines shall be available to any 

party moving to rehear this matter. If the Board later denies a timely petition for rehearing, 

the party may still seek judicial review of the Order by perfecting a timely appeal with the 

Utah Supreme Court within 30 days thereafter. 

7. The Board retains continuing jurisdiction over all the parties and over the 

subject matter of this Cause, except to the extent said jurisdiction may be divested by the 

filing of a timely appeal to seek judicial review of this order by the Utah Supreme Court. 

8. For all purposes, the Chairman's signature on an electronic version or a faxed 

copy of this Order shall be deemed the equivalent of a signed original. 

DATED this 6th day of February, 2020. 

STATE OF UTAH 

F OIL, GAS AND MINING 

By: 

1750.16 
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WE.SCO OPERATING, NCe 
OIL & GAS OPERA T IONS 

January 141
h 2021 

Honorable Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining 
Attn: Julie Ann Carter, Board Secretary 
P.O. Box 145801 
Salt lake City, UT 84114-5801 
E-mail: juliecarter@utah.gov 

Re: Update on Blue Hills Gas Plant Flaring 
Cause No. 194-03 
Docket No. 2019-027 

Dear Chairman Hansen and Members of the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining: 

This letter serves as Wesco Operating, Inc.'s ("Wesco's") update on the flaring status at the 

Blue Hills Gas Plant (the "Plant"). 

The amounts of gas flared at the Plant since Wesco's Status letter filed on July 21, 2020 are as 

follows: 

Month Monthly Volume Daily Volume 
MCF MCF 

July 2,587 83 
August 2,347 76 

September 3,564 119 
October 1,137 37 

November 684 23 
December 2,699 87 
2020 Total 13018 71 

As reported in the previous Status Report, due to low gas production in May and June, the NGls 

could not be stripped. Starting in July, the production rate allowed the Plant to be returned to 

normal operation stripping NGls. 

Only minimal work on the Cane Creek Unit wells has been performed to maintain production. 

Currently, Wesco has no plans for major workovers which would significantly increase gas 

production above the current maximum level. 
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Wesco has installed a small Bitcoin mining operation in October that ran on tailgate gas. This 

led to the decrease in flared volumes seen above. In December, start up issues with the miners 

has led to inconsistent runtimes as well as Plant upsets increasing flared gas volume. 

A second, larger mining box was ordered but has been delayed from an expected mid

December delivery date to late January. When this second box is fully operationa l, there should 

be no gas flaring required at the Plant. Wesco intends to have this second box installed by the 

end of January; however, there could be additional delays that push installation into February 

due to the complexity of the electrical equipment required to ensure the system operates 

properly. 

Wesco intends to maintain the Plant so that sales can resume when the 3'd party sales line is 

reactivated and produced gas volumes allow. 

Should the Board or Division have any further questions or require any additional information, 

please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned at tomk@kirkwoodcompanies.com or (307) 

577-5328. 

Yours Very Truly, 

~/~ 
Thomas C. Kirkwood, Petroleum Engineer 

Wesco Operating, Inc. 

cc: DOGM 
Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq. 
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Find a Docket 

Electric Gas Telecom Water 

Docket No: 18-2602-01 
GAS APRIL 12TH, 2018 

Pacific Energy & Mining Company (PEMC) 

For questions regarding documents not linked call801-530-6716 

D 

March 26, 2020 

March 24, 2020 

March 19, 2020 

March 17, 2020 

March 17, 2020 

March 12, 2020 

March 11, 2020 

March 6, 2020 

~Memorandum from Dead Horse Oil Company 

~Order Denying Dead Horse Motion for PSC to Set Aside Its Order 

Denying Rehearing 

~Comments from the Division of Public Utilities 

~ Certificate of Service 

~ Dead Horse Oil Company Reply Brief to Opposition by Division 

~Division of Public Utilities' Response Opposing Dead Horse Oil 

Company's Motion for PSC to Set Aside its Order 

~ Dead Horse Oil Company Motion for PSC to Set Aside its Order Dated 

March 11 2020 for Violating Rule 746-1 -301 

~Order Denying Dead Horse Oil Company's Motion for Rehearing 

~Division of Public Utilities' Response Opposing Dead Horse Oil 

Company's Motion for Rehearing 

~ DPU Attachment A- Utah Division of Public Utilities' Statement of Facts 

to be Established, Legal Issues to be Resolved, and Relief Sought at 

Hearing 

~ DPU Attachment 8- Utah Division of Public Utilities' Response to the 

November 18, 2019 Filings XHJBITC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that, on this 15th day of January, 2021, I caused true and correct copies of 
the foregoing Motion for Extension of Flaring Authorization to be mailed, postage pre-paid, and 

sent electronically to the following: 

Haley Sousa, Esq. 
Gordon Rowe, Esq. 
Charles Lyons, Esq. 
Assistant Attorneys General 
Attorneys for the Division of Oil, Gas 
and Mining 
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 145801 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5801 
E-mails: hsousa@agutah.gov 

growe@agutah.gov 
calyons@agutah. gov 

Wes Adams, Assoc. Dir.- Oil & Gas 
Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands 
Administration 
675 East 500 South, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
E-mail: wesadams@agutah.gov 
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Michael Begley, Esq. 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorney for the Board of Oil, Gas 
and Mining 
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 145801 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5801 
E-mail: mbegley@agutah.gov 
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